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Abstract
In a search task, a group of agents compete to be the ﬁrst to
ﬁnd the solution. Each agent has different private information to incorporate into its search. This problem is inspired
by settings such as scientiﬁc research, Bitcoin hash inversion,
or hunting for some buried treasure. A social planner such as
a funding agency, mining pool, or pirate captain might like
to convince the agents to collaborate, share their information,
and greatly reduce the cost of searching. However, this cooperation is in tension with the individuals’ competitive desire
to each be the ﬁrst to win the search. The planner’s proposal
should incentivize truthful information sharing, reduce the total cost of searching, and satisfy fairness properties that preserve the spirit of the competition.
We design contract-based mechanisms for information sharing without money. The planner solicits the agents’ information and assigns search locations to the agents, who may then
search only within their assignments. Truthful reporting of
information to the mechanism maximizes an agent’s chance
to win the search, and -voluntary participation is satisﬁed.
In order to formalize the planner’s goals of fairness and reduced search cost, we propose a simpliﬁed, simulated game
as a benchmark and quantify fairness and search cost relative
to this benchmark scenario. The game is also used to implement our mechanisms. Finally, we extend to the case where
coalitions of agents may participate in the mechanism, forming larger coalitions recursively.1
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Introduction

A group of selﬁsh pirates land on a forsaken island in search
of a hidden treasure, an indivisible item of inestimable value.
Each pirate has gathered limited information – a personal
map marking certain locations on the island where the treasure might be located. Every day, each pirate can dig in a
single location; whoever ﬁnds the treasure ﬁrst will keep it
forever. The pirate captain knows that, if only the pirates
would share their information, many days of useless digging
could be averted. If only she, as the wise and trusted leader,
could convince the pirates to lend her their maps, then she
could pool the collective knowledge and assign digging locations to minimize wasted effort. But can she assign locations in a way that all agree is fair and just? And equally
c 2015, Association for the Advancement of Artiﬁcial
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important, can she convince the pirates that it is in their best
interests to give her their maps and agree to her scheme?
Our story abstracts settings where agents with heterogeneous information compete to solve a search problem. An
example is when different research labs try to locate a gene
corresponding to a genetic disease, and credit is only given
to the ﬁrst discoverer. Each of the researchers begins their
search based on prior knowledge they acquired. Combining
the researchers’ prior information could speed up discoveries and reduce wasted effort.
This tension underlies the difﬁculties of cooperation in a
competitive environment. A solution to the competing search
problem must take into account many factors: incentives
(agents must want to report accurate information); fairness
(rewarding agents based on the progress made toward ﬁnding the answer to the search problem); and welfare (it should
improve on the status quo by shortening the search).
We consider a basic setting where an agent’s information consists of a set of possible locations where the solution (“treasure”) may be found, and each location is equally
likely to be the correct one. This simple model does not
capture cases where agents have complex distributional beliefs. However, this setting already raises many interesting
questions and difﬁculties. We believe that it can highlight
the tension between cooperation and competition in situations such as the scientiﬁc credit example, although it may
not capture cases with complex information structures.
A scenario where the assumptions of our model ﬁt reality
more closely is the Bitcoin digital currency protocol. The
process of “mining” or creating new bitcoins requires inverting a cryptographic hash function; that is, we begin with
a target output and some large set of possible inputs, and we
search until we ﬁnd the input that hashes to the output. Many
miners may be searching in parallel as there is a reward for
being the one to ﬁnd the preimage ﬁrst; they have information sets about where the preimage might be, consisting of
the values they have not yet tried; and each input is (approximately) equally likely. Pooling together the information of
miners can save unnecessary trials, save time, and improve
their probability of winning. Indeed, such “mining pools”
are common for this reason. Although we will not suggest
that our mechanisms should be directly applied to Bitcoin in
practice, the example shows that the simple treasure-hunting
model can already closely match some real-world settings.

1.1

Our approach: contract-signing mechanisms
without monetary transfer

Our goal is to design mechanisms that help competing agents share their information. Our mechanisms are
contract-based in the sense that agents ﬁrst sign a “contract”
saying the outcome of the mechanism – subsets of the search
space describing how agents divide (the relevant part of the)
search space – would be binding.2 Only then, agents report
their sets to the mechanism which computes and reveals the
subset allocated to each agent.
Our mechanisms are implemented without monetary
transfer. This increases their potential applicability to settings where the assumptions of monetary or transferableutility mechanisms, such as quasilinearity of utility and nobudget assumptions, may not hold. For instance, in scientiﬁc
research, it seems culturally implausible to suggest a moneybased mechanism for aggregating knowledge.
Other approaches. A body of literature with similar motivations to our work is that on cooperative game theory
(CGT) [6], which concerns coalition formation in games.
The focus of CGT typically is on stability of a coalition and
fairness in sharing value among members of a coalition. Our
setting is superﬁcially similar in that our mechanism forms
“coalitions” of agents and we are interested in “fairness”, but
the treasure-hunting problem seems to clash with the usual
cooperative game theory approach. Our setting is inherently
non-cooperative, partly, this is because bargaining needs to
be done carefully, as private information, when revealed, has
no more value; more importantly, this is because the pirates
may misreport their information, and hence we must consider incentives and strategic behavior.
Trying to avoid making assumptions on how agents perceive other agents’ information, we take a rather agnostic
approach in modeling the information agents have. In our
setting, agents are not required to form probabilistic beliefs
about other agents’ information. This is a weaker assumption than in classical Bayesian game settings, where it is assumed that the prior distribution of private information is
common knowledge and agents must update according to
this prior. (However, our model would be compatible with a
Bayesian game model with a uniform prior distribution over
the treasure location.)
Design goals and benchmark. The ﬁrst design goal is incentives for truthful reporting, so that the mechanism can
correctly aggregate the agents’ information. The second is
fairness, which we interpret as preserving the spirit of the
competition for searching for the treasure. An agent who has
a good chance of ﬁnding the treasure without the existence
of the mechanism should still have a good chance after the
mechanism produces an assignment. The third is welfare improvement: the mechanism should reduce the total digging
costs by combining agents’ information.
2

We do not consider the question of enforcement in this paper.
In the pirate story, the captain may behead the deviating pirates, a
solution that we don’t generally recommend.

In order to quantify the fairness and welfare goals, we
introduce a hypothetical benchmark, the simpliﬁed exploration game. The idea is to imagine that all agents explore
within their sets in a uniformly random order, regardless of
the behavior of the others. In this simpliﬁed scenario, we can
compute expected digging costs until the treasure is found,
and also each agent’s probability of ﬁnding the treasure ﬁrst.
Based on the benchmark we can set concrete quantiﬁable
welfare and fairness goals.
A key insight of our approach to designing the mechanism is that we can use the simpliﬁed exploration game to
get good incentives. Our mechanism takes the agents’ reported sets and, based on these, computes the winning probability of each agent in the simpliﬁed exploration game. The
set of possible treasure locations (obtained by intersecting
the reported sets) is then divided by the agents in proportion to these computed winning probabilities. We show that
this mechanism has good incentives regardless of what exploration strategy an agent might actually have planned to
use.
Results summary. We ﬁrst consider “one-shot” mechanisms: forming a coalition of the entire group of agents. We
construct a one-shot contract-based mechanism and show
that in this mechanism, to maximize winning probability,
each agent should report her private information truthfully if
all other agents report truthfully. Then, we prove the fairness
and welfare properties of the mechanism. We also show that
the mechanism satisﬁes -voluntary participation for  → 0
as information sets grow large.
We then extend to a setting where several coalitions (each
formed, say, by the one-shot mechanism) want to become
one large coalition. We call these mechanisms “composable” because they can be used to recursively form larger
and larger coalitions. We extend our approach to this setting and also begin an exploration of the dynamics that may
result from the usage of such composable mechanisms.

1.2 Related work.
It has been widely recognized that private information brings
value and hence sharing of private information should be
encouraged. Kleinberg, Papadimitriou, and Raghavan [4]
draws on concepts in cooperative game theory to assign
value to releasing private information in a few speciﬁc settings, including marketing surveys and collaborative ﬁltering and recommendation systems. Interestingly, some recent
work takes an opposite view, arguing that sometimes sharing
less information improves social welfare or other objectives
of the designer [7, 5].
Our setting can model competition in scientiﬁc discovery. Kleinberg and Oren [3], Kitcher [2], and Strevens [8]
all model and study scientiﬁc development in the society.
However, the strategic aspects of researchers in their models lie in the selection of research projects to work on; researchers who selected the same project compete independently. In particular, Kleinberg and Oren [3] study how to
assign credits to projects so that the project selection behavior of self-interested researchers may lead to optimal sci-

entiﬁc advances. Our setting essentially models a scenario
with one project and instead of letting researchers independently compete on this project, we design mechanisms to
allow them cooperate and share information while still competing with each others.
We use contract-based mechanisms to promote cooperation. Such approaches are common in other settings where
some level of enforcement is necessary for incentive alignment. For example, Wang, Gui, and Efstathiou [9] design
Nash equilibrium contracts to guarantee optimal cooperation
in a supply chain game.
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The Treasure Hunting Game

Let S (the island) be a ﬁnite set of locations, one of which
is s∗ (the treasure). There is a set N of agents who will
be seeking the treasure, and |N | = n. Each agent i has as
private information a set Si ⊆ S, where it is guaranteed that
s∗ ∈ Si . This immediately means that s∗ ∈ ∩i∈N Si . We
use SN to denote the intersection ∩i∈N Si . The fact s∗ ∈
Si for all i ∈ N is common knowledge to all agents. We
assume that each agent i believes that every element in Si is
equally likely to be s∗ . We make no other assumptions on
i’s beliefs.3
Initially, the mechanism takes place: Each agent i reports
a set Ŝi ⊆ S to the mechanism and receives a set Πi ⊆ S
from the mechanism. i may only dig at locations in Πi .
Subsequent is the digging phase, consisting of up to |S|
digging periods. In each period, each agent i can “dig” at
one location s ∈ Πi of his choice. It is assumed that an agent
will not dig in the same location twice. The digging phase
ends immediately after the ﬁrst period in which an agent digs
at s∗ . We assume that each agent wishes to maximize her
probability of being the one to win the treasure.
It is assumed above that agents only dig at locations in
their assigned set Πi . This follows if agents agree beforehand to abide by the outcome of the mechanism and there
is some manner of enforcing that they do so. Thus, we call
the above procedure a contract-signing mechanism. We do
not consider how the contract is enforced in this paper, but
assume there exists a manner of enforcement.
Desiderata of the Mechanism. In the treasure-hunting
scenario, the pirate captain wishes to satisfy three objectives:
• Incentives. The pirates should prefer to report all their
information to the mechanism truthfully so that it can correctly aggregate.
• Fairness. The mechanism should be impartial among the
agents and reward each according to the information he
provides.
• Welfare. The mechanism should reduce the amount of
wasted searching.
3

For a concrete example model that implies such beliefs, suppose that the treasure is uniformly distributed on the island. Each
agent receives as a signal a set of locations containing the treasure
location, and updates to a posterior belief that the treasure is uniform on this set.

We formalize the desired incentive property by requiring
that each agent maximize their probability of ﬁnding the
treasure by reporting their information truthfully (assuming
that others are not misreporting). This probability is over
any randomness in the mechanism and over the randomness
of the treasure location (recall that each pirate initially believes that it is uniformly distributed in Si ).
The fairness and welfare goals are more subjective. To
meet them, the captain must answer the questions: What do
we mean by “fair”? And how can we quantify “welfare” or
reduced digging cost when we do not know what would have
happened without our mechanism? (Perhaps some lucky pirate would have found the treasure on the ﬁrst day!)
To answer both of these questions, we next deﬁne a simpliﬁed exploration game. This game will serve as a “benchmark” for fairness and welfare; the captain can compare her
mechanism to what would happen in the benchmark game.
We will also use this game as the basis for our proposed
mechanism.

2.1 Formalizing Fairness: The Simpliﬁed
Exploration Game
The simpliﬁed exploration game is deﬁned as follows. We
emphasize that the game is hypothetical and is not actually
played by the agents. To emphasize this difference, we describe the game as being “simulated”, say on a computer or
as a video game with artiﬁcial players. In the game, each
simulated player has a subset Si of the island. The player
chooses a permutation of her set Si uniformly at random.
This is the order in which the simulated player will dig in her
set. Then, a simulated treasure location is drawn uniformly
at random from the intersection SN of the sets. Then, there
is a sequence of simulated digging periods; in each period,
each player “digs” at the next location in her chosen permutation. (In the simulation, this corresponds to simply checking whether the next location in the permutation is equal to
the randomly drawn treasure location.) The simulation ends
in the ﬁrst period where some player simulates a dig at the
simulated treasure location; this player wins the game. (Ties
are broken uniformly at random.)
We next describe how the simpliﬁed exploration game can
be used by the pirate captain as a benchmark for her subjective goals. In Section 4, we show how the captain can
actually use the game to construct a mechanism.
• Benchmark for fairness: A mechanism can be considered fair if a pirate’s chance to win the treasure under the
mechanism matches his chance to win in the simpliﬁed
exploration game. Intuitively, the simpliﬁed game is fair
because (a) it rewards players for the value of their information: Players with smaller sets (better knowledge of
the treasure) are more likely to win; (b) it rewards players only for the value of their information: A player cannot “jump ahead” of a better-informed opponent by employing some complex strategy; and (c) it preserves the
competitive aspect of the treasure-hunting game: A player
with high chances of winning in the game is guaranteed
a high chance of winning under the mechanism, so he
does not feel that the mechanism unfairly diminished his

chance of winning.
• Benchmark for welfare: The welfare improvement of a
mechanism is the difference in total expected exploration
cost (number of locations searched) under the mechanism
and in the simpliﬁed exploration game. (The expected
digging cost for the mechanism is computed by assuming the treasure is uniformly random in the intersection
and that each pirate explores her assignment Πi in an arbitrary order.) This gives the captain a concrete measure
of the mechanism’s improvement. She can interpret this
measure as saying something about the improvement the
mechanism makes in real life, depending on how closely
she thinks the simpliﬁed exploration game matches what
would have happened without the mechanism.
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(i.e., without a tie) if every other player j draws a position
xj > xi . Thus, we have a simple formula:
Pr[i wins outright] =

x=1

=

Lemma 1. In the simpliﬁed exploration game, letting
M IN = mini |Si | be the smallest set size, the probability
that each player i wins is
pi =

M
IN

x=1

1
fi (x)
|Si |

where fi (x) = Pr[i wins | i explores s∗ on day x] does not
depend on i’s set Si , but only on Sj for j = i.
Proof. The treasure can only be found on day
1, 2, . . . , M IN , because by the end of day M IN , the
agent with the smallest set has explored her entire set, so
she must have found the treasure.
The probability that i wins can thus be written as the sum,
over days x from 1 to M IN , of the probability that i explores the treasure location s∗ on day x, multiplied by fi (x),
the probability that i wins on day x given this fact. The probability that i explores s∗ on day x is |S1i | for any day x, since
i explores in a uniformly random order (so s∗ has an equal
chance of landing in any position in the exploration order).
We only need to argue that fi (x) does not depend on Si .
But once we condition on i exploring s∗ on day x, the probability that i wins is equal to the probability that, for every j = i, s∗ lands at position x or later in j’s permutation
(which depends only on |Sj |) and that, of all the agents who
explore s∗ on exactly day x, the winner of the uniformly
random tiebreaker is i (which depends only on the number
of tied agents).
Lemma 2. In the simpliﬁed exploration game, the exact
probabilities of winning can be computed in time polynomial
in the number of locations |S| and the number of players n
by the procedure in Algorithm 1.
Proof. Let M IN = mini |Si |, the smallest number of locations in any player’s set. A player can only win if her
sampled treasure position, xi , is at most M IN . Supposing
that i does draw a position xi ≤ M IN , i will win outright

M
IN

x=1

Pr[xi = x]



Pr[xj > x]

j=i



1 
x
1−
.
|Si |
|Sj |

(1)

j=i

When the sets Si are large the probability of a tie is small,
and Equation (1) gives a good approximation for the winning probability. However, exact computation of winning
probabilities must include ties:
Pr[i wins] =

Computing probabilities

Here, we consider computation of winning probabilities for
the simpliﬁed exploration game, including simple lemmas
that are useful for proving properties of the mechanism.

M
IN


M
IN




P

x=1 A⊆[n],i∈A

where



P = Pr
⎛

A all ﬁnd the treasure at time x,
[n] \ A do not ﬁnd the treasure at time ≤ x, and
i wins tiebreaker



⎞⎛
⎞

 1

x
⎠⎝
⎠ 1 .
=⎝
1−
|Sj |
|Sj |
|A|
j∈A

j∈A

With some rearranging, we get
Pr[i wins]
⎞
⎛
M
IN

 1

1 
⎠
⎝
=
(|Sj | − x)
|Sj |
|A|
x=1
j
j∈A
A⊆[n],i∈A
⎞
⎛
M
IN

 1


1
⎠
⎝
(|Sj | − x)
=
|Sj |
n − |B|
x=1
j
j∈B
B⊆[n]\i
⎞
⎛
M
IN
n−1
 1

 1
⎠
⎝
αk ,
=
|Sj |
n−k
x=1
j
k=0

where the notation αk is introduced as shorthand, with


(|Sj | − x).
αk =
B⊆[n]\i,|B|=k j∈B

We now just need to efﬁciently compute αk , which is a sum
over over the n−1
subsets of players not containing i. We
k
can write


αk =
βj
B⊆[n]\i,|B|=k j∈B

where βj = |Sj | − x.
It turns out that αk can be computed efﬁciently because it
corresponds to a coefﬁcient of a polynomial. (This fact appears to be mathematical folklore.)
 Consider the polynomial
with indeterminate y, q(y) = j∈[n]\i (βj y + 1). This is a
polynomial of degree n − 1 and can be written as
q(y) =

n−1

k=0

αk y k

where

αk =





B⊆[n]\i,|B|=k j∈B

βj .

This allows us to conclude: the coefﬁcients αk can be computed
efﬁciently merely by multiplying out the polynomial

j∈[n]\i (βj y + 1) from left to right (or, more efﬁciently,
using FFT-based polynomial multiplication). We get as a
result Algorithm 1.
We note that the probabilities can also be estimated as follows: Simulate the simpliﬁed exploration game many times,
and count how many times each player wins. This gives
a probability distribution that approaches the true distribution after many simulations. (Speciﬁcally, it is known that
learning a discrete distribution on support size n up to error
 on each point’s probability, with at most a δ probability
of failure, can be done by running O(ln(2/δ)/2 ) simulations. This follows immediately from the Dvoretzky-KieferWolfowitz (DKW) inequality[1].)
ALGORITHM 1: Compute Winning Probabilities
Input: Si for each player i.
Output: pi , the probability of winning the treasure in the
simpliﬁed exploration game, for each player i.
set M IN = mini |Si |;
foreach player i do
// First compute the coefficients αx,k ,
then use them to set pi
for x = 1, . . . , M IN do

let the polynomial qx (y) = j=i ((|Sj | − x) y + 1);

k
multiply out into the form qx (y) = n−1
k=0 αx,k y ;
end
 IN  1  n−1 1
set pi = M
x=1
k=0 n−k αx,k ;
j |Sj |
end
output pi for each player i;

For an example, consider a case of just two players with
|S1 | ≤ |S2 |. We can calculate more easily using the formula
for the probability that player 2, the less-informed player,
1 |−1
. The probability of
wins outright (Equation 1). It is |S2|S
2|
1
a tie is |S2 | (because it is the sum, over the ﬁrst |S1 | positions in each’s exploration permutation, of the probability that both players draw the treasure at that position), and
player 2 wins with probability 12 if there is a tie. So 2’s total
|S1 |
probability of winning is 2|S
, and 1’s total probability of
2|
winning is

2|S2 |−|S1 |
.
2|S2 |
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One-Shot Mechanisms

In this section, we consider a one-shot setting, where all
agents arrive and simultaneously participate in the mechanism. In Section 5 we will extend the discussion to the case
where subsets of the agents have formed coalitions, and may
wish to form even larger coalitions.
We propose that the captain utilize the simpliﬁed exploration game as a basis for a mechanism. The idea is to ask
each pirate to report a set Si , then consider the simpliﬁed
exploration game where each pirate corresponds to a player.
Then allocate digging locations according to performance in
this simulated game.

More speciﬁcally, our primary mechanism for the oneshot setting is Mechanism 2, which proceeds as follows.
First, all agents sign contracts agreeing to search only within
their assigned location. Then, each agent i reports a subset
Ŝi of the island to the mechanism. The mechanism computes the intersection ŜN of the reports and assigns each
element of the intersection independently at random according to the winning probabilities of the agents (with sets Ŝi
in the simpliﬁed exploration game. Then, agents may dig
only within their assigned subsets. (In particular, if the intersection is empty or the entire intersection is searched without discovering the treasure, agents are still not allowed to
search elsewhere.)
We can imagine other allocation rules that use the winning
probabilities from the simpliﬁed exploration game: for example, assigning locations deterministically with the number of locations proportional to the winning probabilities.
So we can think of Mechanism 2 as giving a framework that
can extend to any rule for dividing the intersection according
to the winning probabilities. However, we do not explicitly
consider these mechanisms and focus on Mechanism 2 for
proving our results.
Mechanism 2: One-Shot Mechanism
Input: Si for each agent i.
Output: A partition of SN = ∩i∈N Si , with Πi assigned to agent
i.
set SN = ∩i Si ;
foreach agent i do
compute i’s winning probability pi ;
end
initialize each Πi = ∅;
foreach location s ∈ SN do
let i be a random agent chosen with probability pi ;
add s to Πi ;
end
output the sets Πi for each i;

4.1 Results for one-shot mechanisms
Theorem 1. In Mechanism 2, if other agents are reporting
truthfully, then each agent i maximizes her probability of
winning the treasure by reporting Si truthfully.
Proof. Under the mechanism, if other agents report truthfully, then agent i’s probability of winning the treasure is
exactly the probability (over the location of the treasure and
the randomness of the mechanism) that the treasure location
s∗ is in i’s assigned set Πi . Thus, i prefers to report the set
that maximizes this probability. We need to show that Si is
this set.
Some preliminaries: Denote agent i’s report to the mechanism by Ŝi , and ﬁx the reports of agents except i to be
truthful.4 Denote the intersection of the reports by ŜN and
4
To see why we cannot achieve a “dominant strategy” type of
solution, suppose that all agents but i have committed to not reporting location s ∈ S, even if it is in their sets. Then s will not be in
the intersection. So i is strictly better off by omitting s from her

the probabilities of winning computed by the mechanism
by p̂i for each player i. Using this notation we get that
Pr[i wins (when i reports Ŝi )] is equal to Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN ] · p̂i .
Let M IN = mini |Ŝi | be the smallest reported set size.
By Lemma 1, we can write i’s probability of winning as
p̂i =

M
IN


1

x=1

|Ŝi |

fi (x)

(2)

where fi (x) is a probability that does not depend on |Ŝi |, but
only on the reports Ŝj for j = i. In particular, if |Ŝi | is not
the unique smallest-sized set, then M IN does not depend
on Ŝi , and p̂i is proportional to |Ŝi |.
The proof proceeds as follows: We will show that for any
ﬁxed report Ŝi , adding any location s ∈ Si to Ŝi decreases
this probability; and removing any location s ∈ Si from Ŝi
decreases this probability. This will show that i’s winning
probability is maximized by reporting Ŝi = Si . Intuitively,
the ﬁrst case hurts i because she reports an unnecessarily
large set and thus unnecessarily decreases her probability of
winning. In the second case, i obtains a higher probability of
ﬁnding the treasure ﬁrst in the simpliﬁed exploration game,
but this is at least balanced out by the chance that the treasure
was in the omitted location s (in which case it will not be in
the intersection and nobody will get it).
Adding a location to Ŝi . Let s ∈ Si , Ŝi . Add s to Ŝi
and use a prime symbol to denote the results of the change:

Ŝi = Ŝi ∪ {s}; ŜN
is the intersection when i reports Ŝi
rather than Ŝi , ﬁxing all other reports to being truthful; and
p̂i is the computed probability for i to win in this case. Then,
as the chance of s∗ being in the intersection has not changed,

] · p̂i
Pr[i wins (when i reports Ŝi )] = Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN

= Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN ] · p̂i .
If |Ŝi | is not the unique minimum-size set among all reports,
then as discussed above, p̂i is proportional to |Ŝ1 | , so p̂i =
i

i|
< pˆi . If it is the unique minimum-size
p̂i ||ŜŜi || = p̂i |Ŝ|Ŝ|+1
i

i

set, i.e. |Ŝi | = M IN and |Ŝj | > M IN (∀j = i), we still
have p̂i < p̂i . To see this, note that, in the formula for p̂i
where |Ŝi | = M IN , the sum from x = 1 to M IN divided
by |Ŝi | = M IN is an average over the values fi (x); and
the same is true when |Ŝi | = M IN . However, this average
can only decrease by including an additional term, because
the terms are strictly decreasing (they are the probability of
winning given that i wins on step x, by Lemma 1, and this
must be strictly decreasing in x since any exploration order
of the agents j = i that allows i to win on day x + 1 also
allows i to win on day x). So in either case, the proability
that i wins when reporting Ŝi is smaller than when reporting
Ŝi .
Removing a location from Ŝi . Let s ∈ Si , Ŝi . Remove s
from Ŝi and again use a prime symbol to denote the change.
report, even if s ∈ Si .

If |Ŝi | =
 M IN , then analogously to above, p̂i = p̂i ||ŜŜi || =
i

i|
i|
p̂i |Ŝ|Ŝ|−1
. If |Ŝi | = M IN , then we still have p̂i ≤ p̂i |Ŝ|Ŝ|−1
,
i
i
because we have the same multiplicative factor change and
we are also summing over fewer terms. Meanwhile,



Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN
] = Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN
| s∗ ∈ ŜN ] · Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN ]

=

|Ŝi | − 1
|Ŝi |

· Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN ].


Hence, the probability that i wins when reporting ŜN
is

Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN
] · p̂i ≤

|Ŝi | − 1
|Ŝi |

Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN ] · p̂i

|Ŝi |
|Ŝi | − 1

= Pr[s∗ ∈ ŜN ] · p̂i
= Pr[i wins (when i reports ŜN )].

It is worth emphasizing that the incentive property is not
compared to any sort of benchmark; it is an absolute property of the mechanism itself. For instance, even if an agent
disliked the exploration game benchmark or disagreed that
the mechanism satisﬁed good fairness properties, that agent
would still agree that her probability of winning is maximized by reporting her set truthfully.
We next consider the desirable properties of fairness and
welfare, as compared to the benchmark of the simpliﬁed exploration game.
Theorem 2. Mechanism 2 satisﬁes fairness: the probability for an agent to win the treasure under the mechanism is
equal to her probability of winning in the simpliﬁed exploration game.
Proof. Immediate from the construction of the mechanism:
The treasure is in some location s∗ in the intersection SN ,
and this location is assigned to player i with probability pi ,
where pi is her probability of winning the simpliﬁed exploration game.
For welfare, the goal is to quantify the decreased exploration costs under the mechanism as compared to the benchmark. Speciﬁcally, we count the number of “digs” that take
place, in expectation over the randomness of the mechanism
and of the treasure location. For instance, if all n players dig
on day 1, and then n − 3 players dig on day two, then 2n − 3
“digs” have taken place. To measure the improvement, we
focus on the parameter R which measures the potential “gain
from cooperation”. R is the ratio of the smallest agent set
size to the size of the intersection. For instance, if every
agent has a set of size 300, but by pooling their information
they reduce their sets to just a size of 30, then R = 10.
The ﬁnal result of Theorem 3 will state that, for large set
sizes, for two agents the ratio of number of digs in the simpliﬁed game to the number with the mechanism is approximately R1 . This means that (for instance) if both agents’ sets
are 10 times the size of the intersection, then the mechanism

gives about a ten-fold improvement in digging cost. As the
1
number of agents n also increases, the ratio approaches 2R
.
Theorem 3. Mechanism 2 satisﬁes the following welfare
properties:
1. E[# digs with mech.] ≤ E[# digs of optimal mech.]+ n−1
2 .
2. E[# digs with mech.] ≤ E[# digs in simp. exp. game].
3. Let R :=

mini |Si |
|SN | ;

then

1
E [# digs with mech.]
≤
(1 + ) ,
n
E [# digs in simp. exp. game]
2 n+1
R
where  = (n, R, |SN |) → 0 as

|SN |
n

→ ∞.

Proof. The proof strategy is as follows. First, we will prove
the following fact: The optimal exploration strategy that employs on average k agents digging in parallel searches a total
of |SN2|+k locations in expectation. (Given that the treasure
is uniformly distributed in SN .) Note that this shows that the
global optimal expected number of digs occurs by employing exactly one agent, giving |SN2|+1 expected digs.5 We
then argue that Mechanism 2 is an optimal strategy employing at most n agents digging in parallel. This will prove our
ﬁrst claim, since |SN2|+n ≤ |SN2|+1 + n−1
2 . Then, we notice that the simpliﬁed exploration game is at best optimal
and always employs n agents digging in parallel, which will
prove our second claim. We then focus on the ﬁnal claim.
We deﬁne an “optimal strategy employing on average k
agents in parallel” to be a strategy that never explores the
same location twice and that, in expectation over the time
steps, has k agents exploring per time step. To compute an
optimal strategy’s expected number of digs, consider any execution of any exploration strategy and list the locations in
SN in order of the time step at which they are ﬁrst explored
by some agent (if multiple different locations are ﬁrst explored on the same day, break ties uniformly at random).
The treasure is uniformly randomly distributed in this list.
The expected number of locations that fall before the treasure on this list is
|SN |−1



j Pr[s∗ is at position j + 1]

j=1

=

|SN |−1

1
j
|SN | j=1

|SN | − 1
.
=
2
Now, given that the treasure is found on some particular day
t, and that kt agents are exploring in parallel on that day,
how many more locations must be explored that have not
been counted? The treasure location s∗ itself must always
be explored, giving one additional location. And given that
the treasure is explored on this day t, on which kt locations
5

Intuitively, this is because there is no chance of wasted digs
by an agent exploring on the same day as another agent ﬁnding the
treasure.

are explored in total, the expected number of locations that
fall after it is (by the same summation as above) kt2−1 . This
gives a total of |SN2|−1 + 1 + E[ kt2−1 ] = |SN2|+k searches
that any strategy must make in expectation, if on average k
agents search in parallel per day.
Mechanism 2 is an optimal policy employing at most
n agents because there is never any dig outside of those
counted in the above argument: For any ﬁxed allocation
of the intersection and agent choice of exploration order,
we can construct the chronological list of locations in SN ,
agents under the mechanism only search at locations in SN
that fall before s∗ on the list, or on the same day as s∗ . As
mentioned at the beginning of the proof, the simpliﬁed exploration game employs exactly n parallel searchers and is
at best optimal, so we have completed our proof of the ﬁrst
two claims.
We now consider the improvement when there is large
“potential gain from cooperation” R. The previous argument gives a good upper bound on the number of digs made
with the mechanism. In the exploration game, the expected
number of locations searched is exactly n times the expected
search time, because each agent searches in every time period until the treasure is found. We now compute this expected search time.
The simpliﬁed exploration game is equivalent to each
agent i drawing a time xi uniformly in {1, . . . , |Si |} (this is
the time at which i explores s∗ ); the expected search time is
the expectation of the minimum of these xi s. The expected
minimum is lower-bounded by the case when all sets have
size |Si | = R|SN |, in which case the CDF of the minimum
is
Pr[min(xi ) ≤ c] = 1 − (1 − Pr[xi ≤ c])
i

= 1 − (1 −

n

c
)n ,
R|SN |

so its expectation is

R|SN |



R|SN |

Pr[x > c] =

c=1



(1 −

c=1
R|SN |



c
)n
R|SN |

c
)n dc
(1 −
R|S
N|
1

n
R|SN |
1
=
.
1−
n+1
R|SN |

≥

Under the simpliﬁed exploration game, the expected number
of locations dug is at least n times the expected

 exploration
time, which is lower-bounded by

n
n+1 R|SN |

1−

1
R|SN |

n

.

Taking the ratio:
E [number of locations searched under Mechanism 1]
E [number of locations searched in exploration game]

n
R|SN |
|SN | + n
≤
n
2 n+1
R|SN | R|SN | − 1


n
1
n
1
=
1+
1+
n
2 n+1
R
|SN |
R|SN |
1
(1 + )
≤
n
2 n+1
R

n 

1
for  = 1 − 1− 1
1 + |SnN | . In particular, as
|SN |
n

4.2

R|SN |

→ ∞,  → 0.

Voluntary Participation

One drawback to our mechanism is that it does not always
satisfy voluntary participation, meaning that there are scenarios where an agent might rather not participate while all
other agents do participate. This would not be a concern
in many settings where participation is mandatory; for instance, all of the pirates vote on whether to implement a
mechanism, and once the decision is made, all must participate together. But voluntary participation is still a nice
general property to satisfy.
The following example was pointed out by an anonymous
reviewer: There are three agents, each holding the same set
S of size two. If two agents are participating in the mechanism, then by also participating the third agent of course
wins with probability 13 , but it can be checked that by exploring randomly instead of participating the third agent has
a 38 probability of winning. This example assumes that ties
between agents in and not in the mechanism are broken uniformly at random.
However, we show that this concern is minor when sets
are large compared to the number of participants, in that the
loss in probability of winning the treasure goes to zero. To
show this, we assume that an agent who does not participate
explores uniformly at random. It may be of note that the
M IN in the theorem statement is over all sets besides i’s,
so a single very well-informed agent is still incentivized to
participate when others’ sets are large.
Theorem 4. There is an implementation of Mechanism 2 that satisﬁes -voluntary participation for  ≤
(n−1)(n−2)
1
4
M IN 2 (where M IN = minj=i |Si |). In partic2
ular,  = 0 for n = 2 and  ≤ 4MnIN 2 for all n.
Proof. The variant of the mechanism assigns digging locations by sampling a single simulated exploration game, then
iterating through each location and assigning it to the agent
whose simulated player was ﬁrst to dig at that location. The
agents are then instructed to dig in the same order as their
simulated exploration (though with the difference that they
only dig in locations they are assigned and skip over those
they are not assigned).
To prove the theorem and visualize the mechanism, it will
be helpful to picture, for each agent (both in or not in the

mechanism), the random permutation of his set Si . For example, suppose we had 3 agents and the island consists of
the locations a, b, c, d, e, f, g. Then each agent has a random
permutation of his set, e.g.:
agent 1: f b g a c
agent 2: b f c e g a
agent 3: c a e d f
One might imagine that agents 2 and 3 are participating in
the mechanism and agent 1 is deciding whether to join. The
proof will go as follows: First, we identify the particular random outcomes in which i can gain at all by not participating,
and determine that in each of them, i can gain a probability
of at most 12 conditioned on that random outcome. Then, we
show that one of these “beneﬁcial” random outcomes occurs
with probability at most (n−1)(n−2)/2M IN 2 , which will
complete the proof.
So for a given random outcome, let us compare the cases
where i participates and where i does not participate. In
each case, every agent (including i) samples a random permutation of his set. Then, each agent in the mechanism has
some number of locations removed from his permutation,
either because those locations were not in the intersection,
or because they were not assigned to that agent. This has the
effect of “sliding” the other locations to the left in our visualization. Finally, the treasure is drawn uniformly at random
from the intersection, and the agent who has this treasure
furthest left in his permutation will dig there and win it. This
follows because, in this variant of the mechanism, all agents
are digging “left-to-right” in the visualization.
For each possible random outcome of the permutations
and the treasure location s∗ , we can consider i’s winning
chances if he participates versus if he does not. If s∗ does
not appear earliest in i’s permutation, i does not win in either
scenario. If s∗ appears earliest in i’s permutation, with no
ties, then i wins in both scenarios. Now suppose that s∗
appears earliest in i’s permutation, tied with a single other
agent j. If i participates, i’s chance of winning is 12 . If i
does not participate, then it is at most 12 , because it could be
that j is participating and will have some preceding locations
removed from his permutation. In any case, i’s chance of
winning is at least as large when participating.
This only leaves the cases where, when the permutations
and treasure are drawn randomly, i ties with at least 2 other
agents. In this case, if i does not participate, i has at most
a 12 chance of winning the treasure (at least one other agent
will dig at the treasure location on either the same day as i,
or on some earlier day). Thus, the gain in chance of winning
the treasure from not participating is bounded by
1
Pr[i’s permutation ties with ≥ 2 others] .
2
For each pair of other agents j and k, the probability that
both j and k have s∗ at the same location in their permutation as i does is |S1j | |S1k | . This is upper-bounded by

1/M IN 2 . By union-bounding over the n−1
= (n−1)(n−
2
2)/2 pairs of other agents, we get that the gain from not par-

ticipating is bounded by
≤

5

(n − 1)(n − 2)
.
4M IN 2

Composable Mechanisms

In the previous section, we considered the case where all
agents arrived and simultaneously joined a single “coalition”. But what if some subsets of the agents have already
met and formed coalitions? These coalitions might still be
able to beneﬁt from sharing information. This motivates our
extension to “composable” mechanisms.
Our setting is exactly the same, except that entities wishing to participate in the mechanism may either be agents (as
before) or coalitions. A coalition C is a set of agents along
with an allocation rule for dividing the locations assigned to
that coalition. Each
 agent i in the coalition has a set Si and
the intersection i∈C Si is denoted SC .
Now, the mechanism should take in the coalitions
C1 , . . . , Cm (we can think of individual agents as coalitions
of size one) and output an allocation rule for dividing the
intersection SN = ∩Cj SCj among the agents. Then, before digging starts, this allocation rule is applied to produce
a set of digging locations Πi for each agent i; again, agents
are contractually obligated to dig in their assigned sets. The
goals are the same: good incentives (a coalition should maximize its probability of being allocated the treasure location
by reporting SC truthfully); fairness, and welfare. We next
generalize the simpliﬁed exploration game and construct a
mechanism that satisﬁes a corresponding notion of fairness.

5.1

Deﬁning a Fair Mechanism

The simpliﬁed exploration game is generalized as follows
(we can think of this as a “less-simpliﬁed exploration
game”). First, we simulate each coalition C dividing its intersection SC among its agents according to its allocation
rule, which may be randomized. Lone agents can be interpreted as coalitions of size one who assign their entire set to
themselves. Next, a simulated treasure location s∗ is chosen
uniformly at random from the grand intersection SN of all
sets. Finally, each agent picks a uniformly random permutation of her assigned set and explores in that order; the ﬁrst
to ﬁnd the treasure wins (ties broken uniformly at random).
This exploration game extends the notion of fairness in
the natural way. We will similarly use this exploration game
as the basis for our composable mechanism, Mechanism 3.
In analogy with Mechanism 2, we assign digging locations
to coalitions randomly according to their probability of winning the “less-simpliﬁed” exploration game (more specifically, the probability that one of their members wins the
game).
We do not know of a polynomial-time computable closedform expression for the winning probabilities of the lesssimpliﬁed exploration game. However, we still have two options for implementing Mechanism 3. First: For each location to be assigned, we simulate the exploration game once
and assign that location to the winner. Second, we can estimate the winning probabilities of each agent by simulating

the game many times, as mentioned in the single-shot case;
a coalition’s winning probability is the sum of its agents’.
Mechanism 3: Composable Mechanism
Input: A set of coalitions C1 , . . . , Cm .
Output: A coalition N whose members are the union of the
members in the input coalitions.
set SN = ∩j SCj ;
output N , whose set is SN and whose allocation rule is as
follows:;
foreach coalition Cj do
foreach agent i ∈ Cj do
set or approximate pi using the simulated exploration
game;
end
end
initialize each Πi = ∅;
foreach s ∈ SN do
let i be a random agent chosen with probability pi ;
add s to Πi ;
end

5.2 Incentives for the Composable Mechanism
The composable mechanism also satisﬁes our desired incentive property, that truthful reporting maximizes probability
of winning. In addition, we also brieﬂy consider incentives
for coalition formation.
Theorem 5. In Mechanism 3, given that other coalitions
are reporting their sets truthfully, each coalition C maximizes the probability that an agent in that coalition ﬁnds the
treasure by reporting its true set SC .
Proof. We use the same main idea as for the one-shot mechanism: Consider separately the cases of adding s to the report ŜC , given that s ∈ SC ; and the case of removing s from
ŜC , given that s ∈ SC . However, we argue using the exploration procedure rather than the winning probability formula
(as we do not have a closed-form formula for the winning
probabilities in this case). It is sufﬁcient to show that an
agent exploring according to ŜC has a lower probability of
winning in the exploration game. The key idea will be to
take the random digging assignments and exploration orders
under a report ŜC and either add or subtract a location, then
check how the probability of winning the treasure changes.

Adding a location to ŜC . Starting with ŜC , let ŜC
=
ŜC ∪ {s} with s ∈ ŜC , s ∈ SC . Note that the exploration

procedure for the case of ŜC
is equivalent to the following:
Run the exploration procedure for ŜC , then assign the additional location s to a member of C using C’s allocation rule
to determine which agent gets s, then insert s in that agent’s
exploration procedure at a uniformly random position. This
gives the same distribution on explorations as the original

exploration procedure for the report ŜC
. But now, since s
does not contain the treasure, we see that this only decreases
the chance to win the treasure, since for any given random

draw of explorations, the insertion of s either has no effect
on the time until a member of C explores s∗ , or increases
the time by one, which can only take C from a winning or
tied position to a losing position and not the reverse. So C
prefers not to include s in its report.
Removing a location from ŜC . Starting with ŜC , let

ŜC
= ŜC \ {s} with s ∈ ŜC , s ∈ SC . Suppose that the
treasure lies in ŜC (otherwise, nobody will ever win); given
this, with probability at least |Ŝ1 | , the treasure was located
C
in s. So


|ŜC − 1|


Pr[wins with ŜC ] ≤
| s∗ = s].
Pr[wins with ŜC
|ŜC |
(3)
Next, we will argue that


|ŜC | − 1

Pr[wins with ŜC ] ≥
| s∗ = s].
Pr[wins with ŜC
|ŜC |
(4)
Inequalities 3 and 4 complete the proof, as they imply that
the chance of winning is lower when removing s and report
ing ŜC
.
To show Inequality 4, view this inequality in a “reversed”

fashion: Suppose that C began with report ŜC
and added
the location s, obtaining the set ŜC ; and condition on the
fact that s∗ = s. This is the scenario from the ﬁrst part of
the proof: adding a useless location to the report. This time,
instead of upper-bounding this loss, we must lower-bound
it.
In the simpliﬁed exploration game, the agents in C explore locations in a uniformly random order (with some locations explored in parallel; break ties at random). This order can be obtained by the well-known Fisher-Yates shufﬂe,
which begins with the ﬁnal element, swaps it with a uniformly randomly chosen element of index at most its own
index; then moves to the second-to-last position and repeats,
etc. First, consider the distribution of the order of s∗ when
reporting ŜC . In particular, we know that on the ﬁrst step
of the algorithm, with probability |Ŝ1 | , the ﬁnal element is
C
swapped with s∗ , and s∗ remains in the ﬁnal position forever
by construction of the algorithm. With probability 1 − |Ŝ1 | ,
C
the ﬁnal element is swapped with some other element. But
in this case the distribution of the location of s∗ is exactly

the same as when the report is ŜC
and s = s∗ . Thus,
1

Pr[wins | s∗ explored last]+
|ŜC |


|ŜC | − 1

| s∗ = s].
Pr[wins with ŜC
|ŜC |

Pr[wins with ŜC ] =

This implies Inequality 4, completing the proof.

5.3

A note on coalition formation.

Two pirates are discussing their treasure-hunting strategies
on the ship as it sails to the island. They realize that they

would be better off sharing information, so they decide to
form a coalition using a fair contract-signing mechanism
(say, Mechanism 2). Later that evening, while scrubbing
the decks, they meet a group of three pirates who have already formed a coalition of their own. The two coalitions
talk things over and agree to merge to form a ﬁve-person
coalition, using Mechanism 3. And the process continues.
Since Mechanism 3 takes coalitions as input and produces
coalitions, it can be used recursively (i.e., the input coalitions had originally formed using Mechanism 3, possibly
from other coalitions, etc). We can think of the entire process as being described by a formation tree, where the leaves
are individual agents and each node is a coalition. A node’s
parent, if any, is the coalition that the node joins.
This is primarily a direction for future work, and we do
not explore this question in any depth, but just consider one
initial question. Suppose we ﬁx a formation tree and pick a
single agent. Would that agent’s choice be to join the tree
earlier or later than they currently join? We show that they
prefer to join as early as possible, up to a vanishing . The
same holds for coalitions of agents. As a tool, we show voluntary participation for the composable mechanism.
Theorem 6. There is an implementation of Mechanism 3
satisfying -voluntary participation: For every coalition A,
the loss in probability of winning from participating in the
mechanism is bounded by  ≤ (n−|A|)(n−|A|−1)
, where
4M IN 2
M IN is the minimum, over other coalitions participating
in the mechanism, of the set sizes of members of these coalitions.
Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 4. The implementation
is as follows, using the simulated exploration game. First,
each player draws a permutation of his set uniformly at random. Consider the “leaves” of the formation tree; that is,
the lowest-level coalitions. Each of these coalitions considers the players contained in the coalition and awards each
location s in its intersection to the member that explores s
earliest, breaking ties uniformly at random. Then, all members of the coalition eliminate the locations they were not
assigned from their permutation. Note that the coalition has
successfully assigned locations to players with each location
assigned with probability equal to the probability the agent
wins the simpliﬁed exploration game (albeit the assignment
is correlated).
Next, we proceed “up” the formation tree one level and
repeat the process. Each coalition, awards each location s in
its intersection to the entity that explores s earliest, breaking
ties, and at the end all members of the coalition eliminate
locations they were not assigned. This procedure continues
all the way up the formation tree, and at the end, agents dig
in the order of their assigned permutation.
Now we have an entity A that is considering participating
at the “top” level (or root) of the formation tree. By the
exact same argument as in Theorem 4, any gain from not
participating is bounded by 12 times the probability that A
ties with at least two other entities B and C in exploring
s∗ . Now, however, the probability that B explores a given
location s∗ at a given time x is no longer 1/|SB |. Instead, it

is the probability that x equals the minimum time at which
some member of B explores s∗ .
This probability is maximized at x = 1 (because the
probability that x is the minimum decreases as x increases),
|B|
, where M IN is the size of
when it is 1 − 1 − M1IN
the smallest set of a member of B. By Bernoulli’s inequality, this is at most 1 − (1 − |B|/M IN ) = |B|/M IN . This
is a bound on the probability of tying with a member of B.
Thus, the probability of tying with some other pair of entities
is bounded by
 |B| · |C|
M IN 2
B,C

where the sum is over all pairs of participating coalitions B
and C and M IN is the size of the smallest set of a member
of any other participating coalition besides A.
For a ﬁxed set of n − |A| other agents total, this sum is
largest (one can check) when there are n − |A| other coali1
tions each of size 1, when the sum is n−|A|
2
M IN 2 .
Theorem 7. There is an implementation of Mechanism 3
where entities always -prefer to join a formation tree earlier than they currently do. That is, for any ﬁxed formation
tree, an entity A (coalition or agent) decreases its winning
probability by no more than  if removed from its current
parent node and attached to any node along a path from
that parent to a leaf. (It may increase its winning probability arbitrarily.)  can be bounded by the (n−|A|)(n−|A|−1)
,
M IN 2

where M IN = minA =A |SA
|, the minimum set size of
some coalition other than A.
Proof. We extend our proofs of -voluntary participation
(Theorems 4 and 6). We again have each player drawing a permutation uniformly at random; the coalitions at
the “leaves” award locations and remove unassigned locations from their permutations, and we continue up the tree.
Now consider some entity A. Both A and another entity B
are participants in the forming of a coalition C. Call this
the “old” scenario. Deﬁne the “new” scenario to be when
A chooses instead to participates in the formation of some
coalition B, one step earlier in the formation tree, and then
this joint AB coalition participates in C.
Now consider the difference in winning probability for A
under the old and new scenarios. The argument will be similar to Theorem 4 and will boil down to ties: The claim is
that, for any outcome of the random permutations and choice
of s∗ , if a member of A wins outright (no ties) in the old
scenario, then they also do so in the new scenario; and if
they draw with just one other entity in the old scenario, then
they win with the same probability in the new scenario. In
both the old and new scenarios, every member of A draws a
random permutation and A applies all of its allocation rules
(including for sub-coalitions). After this, each member of A
has a modiﬁed permutation. In the old scenario, each entity
in B participates in B’s allocation process, resulting in modiﬁed permutations, then A and B both participate in forming
C. In the new scenario, A participates in B’s allocation process as well. But if a member of A wins outright in the old
scenario, then this participation will not remove location s∗

from her permutation (as all members of B must explore s∗
after this member, so this member will be awarded s∗ ). And
the member will explore s∗ at least as early when considering any later coalition formation (since the only change can
be that some other locations than s∗ are removed from the
permutation), so the member will still win. The same argument goes if, in the old scenario, the member of A drew with
exactly one other agent; in the new scenario they still either
draw with that agent, winning with probability 0.5, or else
they win outright.
Thus, joining B can only decrease the winning probability for members of A by 12 times the probability of a tie
with multiple entities in the old scenario (by the same argument as in 4, namely that under such a tie, the member
of A would only have won half the time). In the proof of
1
Theorem 6, this is bounded by n−|A|
2
M IN 2 , where M IN
is the smallest set size of any other coalitions than A. Now,
we just check that the argument holds when A joins arbitrarily earlier in the formation tree: Again an outright win
remains an outright win and the same for a draw with one
other entity, by the same reasoning as above. Note that the
argument does not work for attaching A to a different part of
the formation tree (not rooted under C), because we cannot
compare the old and new scenarios any more. In the argument above, A eventually participates in C in both the old
and new scenarios and this is necessary to argue that a win
in the old scenario equates to a win in the new.
To notice that moving earlier can improve arbitrarily, consider three agents, each of whom has a very large set, but
whose intersection is very small; furthermore, this intersection SN is equal to the intersection of any pair of the three
agents. If any two of the agents form a coalition together and
then this coalition merges with the third agent, the third has
a much smaller winning probability than the ﬁrst two (since
their coalition has a very small set and he has a very large
one). The third agent would be better off joining a step earlier, when all three are symmetric and have the same probability of winning; and better still would be joining a step
earlier than that, i.e. joining with one of the two agents ﬁrst,
before later forming a grand coalition with the other.

6

Discussion and Future Work

The treasure hunting problem is one way to abstract the
problem of cooperation in competitive environments. We
identiﬁed the key goals in this setting as good incentives for
truthful reporting (allowing information aggregation), fairness (preserving the spirit of the competition), and welfare
(reducing wasted search costs). We initially constructed
single-shot mechanisms for all agents to participate in, then
“composable” mechanisms in which coalitions can merge to
form larger coalitions.
This direction suggests the problem of dynamics of coalition formation over time. If agents can strategically form
coalitions, but have incomplete information about others’
information, how will they behave? How can a mechanism
designer incentivize the formation of a simple, single grand
coalition rather than fragmented strategic formation? There
seem to be many potential avenues to explore this question.

Non-uniform distributions and Bayesian models. It is
natural to raise the question of a non-uniform distribution
on treasure locations, and the related (but separate) question
of a Bayesian model of agent beliefs.
For a non-uniform distribution, one approach could be to
“re-cut” the island into pieces of equal probability to recover
a uniform distribution; but the pieces might not take the
same time to explore, raising new challenges. In this light,
the uniform distribution assumption might be interpreted as
saying that probability of ﬁnding the treasure in a location
is proportional to the work it takes to explore that location.
Non-uniform distributions also raise the question of what to
do if the designer does not know the distribution or if agents
have differing or irreconcilable beliefs.
A Bayesian model of the treasure hunting problem would
have the potential to address many different questions than
the ones considered in this paper. It would require stricter
assumptions than this paper: In a Bayesian game, agents
must form beliefs about the knowledge and actions of others.
We allowed agents to be agnostic as to others’ information
and digging strategies, not requiring (for instance) common
knowledge of the information structure. (A Bayesian model
in which the treasure is uniformly distributed over the island
would be compatible with our assumptions, but would make
stronger assumptions that we do not need.) However, the
obvious beneﬁt of a Bayesian model would be to consider
more sophisticated information models and perhaps focus
on strategic aspects of play.
One could apply the “simpliﬁed-game” approach in this
paper to construct a “direct-revelation” Bayesian incentivecompatible mechanism: Ask each agent to report, not just
their set Si , but additionally a strategy for exploring the island. Simulate the exploration game using these reported
strategies (rather than uniform random exploration as in this
paper), and allocate states from the intersection according to
winning probabilities. Alternatively, the mechanism could
collect only reports of the sets Si , attempt to compute a
Bayes-Nash equilibrium on behalf of the players (or a correlated equilibrium), and simulate equilibrium strategies. Two
challenges for this sort of approach are, ﬁrst, how to model
information (in particular, what the mechanism needs to
know to aggregate reports or compute an equilibrium); and
second, how to deﬁne and achieve fairness in the Bayesian
setting.
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